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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Grant Avenue is the principal east-west arterial traversing the city of Winters, California and is slated to be
improved to meet future travel demands. The purpose of this study is to evaluate several access options for
Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and Interstate 505 (I-505). With input from City staff, we developed
project alternatives for both near-term and cumulative conditions.
Under existing conditions, Grant Avenue (State Route 128) is a two-lane arterial between Railroad Avenue and
East Main Street. A center two-way left-turn lane exists between the supermarket driveway and Morgan Street.
Caltrans recently installed a traffic signal at the Railroad Avenue intersection. All other intersections in the study
area (Dutton Street, Walnut Lane, Morgan Street, and East Main Street) are side-street stop-controlled.
The near-term analysis uses several evaluation criteria to compare the existing lane configuration to near-term
Access Option A, which has two components. First, we propose extending the two-way left-turn lane from its
current terminus, westward to Railroad Avenue. Second, access to East Street between Grant Avenue and Baker
Street is eliminated so that turns onto and off of Dutton Street and Walnut Lane can be made more safely.
The near-term analysis results reveal that Option A would offer operational and vehicle safety improvements
compared to the existing lane configuration without the need for additional right of way.
Under cumulative (long-term) conditions, we evaluated the following seven access options.
•

Option I widens Grant Avenue to four lanes and installs traffic signals at the Dutton Street, Morgan Street,
and East Main Street intersections. A new south leg at the Dutton Street intersection provides access to
the proposed development between Grant Avenue and Baker Street. Access to Walnut Lane from Grant
Avenue is closed.

•

Option II is similar to Option I, but a new signalized driveway midway between Dutton Street and Morgan
Street replaces the southern leg of the Dutton Street intersection.

•

Option III widens Grant Avenue to four lanes and access to East Street is closed. In this option, Walnut
Lane operates under side-street stop-control, with all other study intersections signalized.

•

Option IV realigns Walnut Lane to intersect with Grant Avenue at a 90-degree angle, allowing a full
access driveway opposite of Walnut Lane. Grant Avenue is widened to four lanes and access to Dutton
and East Streets is removed.

•

Option V is similar to Option IV except that Grant Avenue is two lanes between Railroad Avenue and
Morgan Street, and three (two westbound lanes) lanes between Morgan Street and East Main Street.
Single-lane roundabouts control traffic at the Dutton Street, Walnut Lane, and Morgan Street
intersections.

•

Option VI is similar to Option V except Grant Avenue is two lanes between Railroad Avenue and East
Main Street and a roundabout is installed at Grant Avenue/East Main Street in lieu of a traffic signal.

•

Option VII is another roundabout based option, but only two roundabouts are installed--one at Dutton
Street, the other at Walnut Lane. Grant Avenue is four lanes from Morgan Street to I-505.
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The following summarizes the conclusions drawn for the four widening options. The options are ranked based on
their relative performance against the evaluation criteria.
•

Option I (Dutton Street Only) has the best overall performance since it provides the least delay and the
best access; the main drawback to this option relates to the Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option IV (Walnut Lane only) is nearly as good as Option I, providing a similar level of service and only
lacking the left-access to the medical buildings; however, there are right-of-way issues with the assumed
Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option II (Dutton Street and Shopping Center) is similar to Option IV but the additional traffic signal at the
shopping center results in slightly higher delay and gives this option the lowest aesthetic score. This
option also assumes the construction of the Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option III (Dutton Street and Walnut Lane) requires the least amount of right-of-way, but the intersection
configuration limits access to properties along Grant Avenue to the greatest extent and creates a greater
potential for auto conflicts given the unsignalized intersection at Walnut Lane.

Below are the results of the cumulative conditions analysis of the roundabout options—ranked based on their
performance against the evaluation criteria:
•

Option V (three roundabout option) performs well if the City is willing to accept long westbound PM peak
hour queues between Morgan Street and East Main Street. The East Main Street extension to Moody
Slough Road would be required if any of the roundabout options were implemented.

•

Option VII (two roundabout option) has long westbound PM peak hour queues extending from the
Railroad Avenue and Morgan Street intersections, which hampers local access to some degree. The
long cycle lengths required to minimize queuing have a negative impact on intersection LOS and the
pedestrian environment, as well.

•

Option VI (four roundabout option) is infeasible due to poor intersection LOS and long westbound PM
peak hour queues at East Main Street.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grant Avenue (State Route 128) is the principal east-west road through Winters, California and is the main route
that connects Winters to Interstate 505 (I-505) and the surrounding cities of Davis, Vacaville, and Woodland.
Currently, Grant Avenue operates well as a two-lane arterial, but with a significant amount of new land uses
proposed in the City’s General Plan, Grant Avenue needs to be improved in order to serve future travel demands.
The Circulation Element of the Winters General Plan recommends the widening of Grant Avenue to four lanes
from Railroad Avenue to the northbound I-505 off-ramp with signals installed at several intersections. While the
General Plan gives a recommendation as to the size of future roadways, it gives no detail in how to implement the
widening. In built-out areas, like sections of Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and Morgan Street, decision
makers must take into account issues like intersection spacing, right-of-way requirements, and local access when
planning for road widening. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of different access options on
Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and East Main Street in Winters. We explore several options including
closing access to several side streets, the installation of traffic signals, and the installation of roundabouts.
The remainder of the report is broken into four chapters. Chapter 2 describes the study area and design
alternatives. Chapter 3 describes the evaluation criteria and analysis methodology. Chapter 4 presents the
analysis results, and Chapter 5 summarizes our conclusions and recommendations.
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2. ALTERNATIVES
STUDY AREA
Based on discussions with City staff and a review of the City of Winters Circulation Master Plan (Wilbur Smith
Associates, 1992), the study area is defined as the segment of Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and East
Main Street. The segment between Railroad Avenue and Morgan Street is of the greatest interest due to the
closely spaced intersections of Dutton Street, East Street, and Walnut Lane. The portion of Grant Avenue west of
Railroad Avenue is constrained by limited right of way and we assume this section remains a two-lane facility into
the future. The section of Grant Avenue east of East Main Street is sparsely developed and roadway widening
would be required with the development of the proposed office/industrial complex in the area. The intersections
within the study area are listed below. Figure 1 shows the existing conditions between Railroad Avenue and
Morgan Street.
Study Intersections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grant Avenue / Railroad Avenue
Grant Avenue / Dutton Street
Grant Avenue / East Street
Grant Avenue / Walnut Lane
Grant Avenue / Morgan Street
Grant Avenue / East Main Street

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
Under existing conditions, Grant Avenue operates fairly well between Railroad Avenue and East Main Street,
despite the close spacing (100 to 150 feet) of the Dutton Street, East Street, and Walnut Lane intersections. As
new housing developments in Winters are completed and occupied, traffic on Grant Avenue is expected to grow
by more than 40 percent during the AM and PM peak hours (Winters Highlands, Callahan Estates, OgandoHudson, and Creekside Estates Traffic Impact Study, Grandy & Associates and Fehr & Peers Associates, July
2004), substantially increasing delays to motorists making turns onto and off of Grant Avenue. Under cumulative
conditions, we forecast traffic on Grant Avenue and some of the side street approaches to grow enough that sidestreet stop control will no longer function at acceptable service levels at several study intersections.
One of the problems under both near-term and cumulative conditions is that not enough median space would be
available to safely store queued vehicles at all three side streets (Dutton Street, East Street, and Walnut Lane)
under the current alignment. To address this problem, Fehr & Peers has developed an access option for nearterm conditions and several options for cumulative conditions.

NEAR-TERM ALTERNATIVE
Option A
In the near-term, extending the existing two-way left-turn lane westward from Morgan Street to Railroad Avenue
improves the safety and operations of Grant Avenue. To accommodate turning vehicles in the left-turn lane, we
recommend closing access to East Street. Figure 2 depicts the proposed near-term access scenario.
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CUMULATIVE ALTERNATIVES
The Winters General Plan shows Grant Avenue as a signalized four-lane arterial. We developed four access
alternatives based on the General Plan model with Grant Avenue at four lanes. The four-lane options vary based
on side street closures and right-of-way acquisition requirements.
Based on discussions with City staff, we found interest in limiting the number of traffic signals within the City in
order to preserve the small-town character of Winters. To this end, we also developed three options that maintain
a portion of two-lane roadway and use roundabouts to control traffic at several of the study intersections.
Option I – Dutton Street Only Option
Option I closes access to Walnut Lane and East Street. This option provides a new full access driveway signal
opposite of Dutton Street for the proposed retail development between Grant Avenue and Baker Street. Traffic on
Walnut Lane bound for Grant Avenue would use the new Anderson Avenue extension to Dutton Street or Railroad
Avenue. Additionally, an evaluation of the peak hour signal warrant for the Grant Avenue/Morgan Street
intersection suggests the need for a signal at this location. To accommodate the new signal, the existing
driveway to the IGA supermarket is realigned to be opposite of Morgan Street. The Option I improvements are
shown on Figure 3. A variant of this option realigns East Street through the City yard to intersect Grant Avenue
opposite of Dutton Street. Tight curves and relatively poor intersection operations at the Dutton-East Street
intersection rendered this option infeasible.
Option II – Dutton Street and Driveway Option
Under Option II, we recommend closing both East Street and Walnut Lane at Grant Avenue, while providing a full
access intersection for the proposed shopping center between Grant Avenue and Baker Street. Traffic on East
Street bound for Grant Avenue would divert to Morgan Street or Railroad Avenue, and traffic on Walnut Lane
bound for Grant Avenue would use Anderson Avenue to access Dutton Street or Railroad Avenue. An evaluation
of the peak hour signal warrant implies the need to signalize the Dutton Street, Shopping Center, and Morgan
Street intersections. As with Option I, we propose realigning the supermarket driveway to be opposite Morgan
Street. Figure 4 depicts the improvements recommended under Option II.
Option III – Dutton and Walnut Option
Providing a signal at the Dutton Street intersection provides enough turn pocket space to allow left turns into and
out of Walnut Lane. Under Option III, both Dutton Street and Walnut Lane remain open, with a stop sign
controlling operations at the Walnut Lane intersection. Leaving Dutton Street and Walnut Lane open allows this
option to be constructed prior to the Anderson Avenue extension. Figure 5 shows the Option III improvements.
Option IV – Walnut Lane Only Option
Option IV closes access to Dutton Street and realigns Walnut Lane so that it creates a perpendicular intersection
with Grant Avenue. The reconfigured intersection allows for a full access driveway into the proposed shopping
center between Grant Avenue and Baker Street opposite of Walnut Lane. An evaluation of the peak hour signal
warrant suggests the Walnut Lane intersection be signalized. As in Options I and II, it is assumed that Anderson
Avenue will be extended from Railroad Avenue to Walnut Lane and traffic on Dutton bound for Grant Avenue can
use Anderson Avenue to access Railroad Avenue or Walnut Lane. Figure 6 shows the Option IV improvements.
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Options V, VI, and VII depart from the General Plan recommendation to widen Grant Avenue to four-lane arterial
standards by exploring the option of maintaining two-lanes through part of the study area. It is important to
recognize that we analyzed all cumulative access options under the assumption that East Main Street is extended
from Grant Avenue to Moody Slough Road. The East Main Street extension provides a parallel route to Grant
Avenue through the northern part of the City reducing congestion in the study area. The cumulative traffic
volumes suggest that the East Main Street extension may be delayed until substantial development occurs in the
north part of the city if Grant Avenue is widened to four lanes (although an additional study would need to confirm
this). However, maintaining Grant Avenue at two-lanes requires the extension of East Main Street to avoid
congestion.
Option V – Three Roundabout Option
Under Option V, we propose installing roundabouts at the Dutton Street, Walnut Lane, and Morgan Street
intersections. The westbound portion of Grant Avenue between Morgan Street and East Main Street would have
two through lanes to avoid long queues at East Main Street; the eastbound portion would have a single lane. The
intersection of East Main Street would be signalized. To avoid a skewed intersection at Grant Avenue, we
recommend realigning Walnut Lane, which allows a full access driveway to the proposed shopping center
between Grant Avenue and Baker Street. With Dutton Street and Walnut Lane both open, this option could be
constructed prior to the Anderson Avenue extension. Figure 7 shows the proposed roundabouts along Grant
Avenue.
Option VI – Four Roundabout Option
Option VI is identical to Option V except that the traffic signal at East Main Street is replaced with a roundabout
and the entire stretch of Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and East Main Street has a single lane in each
direction. To accommodate the heavy westbound right turning movement in the AM peak hour, we recommend
adding a turning lane to the northeast quadrant of the roundabout to separate right turning vehicles from
westbound through traffic.
This configuration would look similar to the roundabout shown at Grant
Avenue/Morgan Street shown in Figure 7.
Option VII – Two Roundabout Option
Option VII signalizes the intersections with the heaviest side street movements, leaving roundabouts at Dutton
Street and Walnut Lane only. Again, a full access driveway is provided opposite of Walnut Lane and the
Anderson Avenue extension is not assumed. Under this option, Grant Avenue is a four-lane arterial from Morgan
Street to I-505. Figure 8 depicts the improvements recommended under Option VII.
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3. EVALUATION CRITERIA
The access options are evaluated using several qualitative and quantitative measures, including intersection
Level of Service (LOS), queuing, vehicle safety, pedestrian environment, right of way requirements, and
aesthetics. The following sections describe each of the evaluation criteria.
Intersection Level of Service (LOS)
Intersection LOS is a measure of how well traffic flows through an intersection. Intersection LOS is defined by
control delay, which is the amount of delay imposed by a traffic control device when compared to freely flowing
traffic. Control delay and LOS at roundabouts and signalized intersections are reported for the intersection as a
whole and are based on the average delay experienced by all approaches. For side-street stop-controlled
intersections, control delay and LOS are reported for the intersection as a whole and for the highest delay
approach. The LOS methodology evaluates an intersection’s operation and average control delay using the
methodology described in the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2000). We analyzed
intersection operations using the SimTraffic software package and related to the LOS designation listed in Table
1.
TABLE 1
LEVEL OF SERVICE DESCRIPTION AT INTERSECTIONS
Level of
Service
(LOS)

Average Control Delay (seconds/vehicle)
Description

1

Signalized
Intersections

Unsignalized
Intersections

A

Very low delay, extremely favorable progression.

≤ 10

≤ 10

B

Low delay, short cycle lengths, good progression.

> 10 - 20

> 10 - 15

C

Moderate delay, fair progression.

> 20 - 35

> 15 - 25

D

Noticeable congestion and cycle failures.

> 35 - 55

> 25 - 35

E

High delays, poor progression, some cycle failures.

> 55 - 80

> 35 - 50

F

Oversaturation, frequent cycle failures or long cycle
lengths.

> 80

> 50

Source: Highway Capacity Manual – Transportation Research Board, 2000.
1

Description relates to signalized intersections

The Winters General Plan notes that the goal of the City’s transportation system is to provide for the safe and
efficient movement of people and goods throughout Winters. To that end, the City strives to maintain an LOS of
C or better at all intersections, with the exception of the Grant Avenue/Railroad Avenue intersection that has an
LOS goal of D or better.
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Queuing
Long queues of vehicles exacerbate congestion by blocking adjacent intersections and create the need to build
long turn pockets, which can limit mid-block access to properties. We report the maximum eastbound and
westbound left turning queues for each study intersection and discuss the overall level of queuing for each access
option.
The tools used to evaluate the access options have some randomness built in to better capture the events that
occur in reality. To obtain the performance reports, we average the results of five runs using different random
number seeds. Since a detailed calibration of the operations model was not performed, the intersection
delays/LOS and queuing results should be evaluated on a comparative basis rather than focusing on the absolute
delays or queue lengths.
Vehicle Safety
Roadway and intersection configuration has a strong influence on vehicle safety.
description of the safety characteristics of each access option.

We include a qualitative

Pedestrian Environment
Roadway and intersection configurations also influence pedestrian safety and comfort. Some designs are more
pleasant to walk along, while others provide safer crossings. This report includes a qualitative discussion about
how each design affects pedestrian safety and the walking environment.
Right of Way Requirements
A major roadblock for many highway improvements is right-of-way acquisition, which can be expensive, time
consuming, and may require the displacement of residents and businesses. We provide a qualitative description
of the right-of-way requirements for each of the access scenarios.
Aesthetics
Discussions with City staff indicate that some members of the community are concerned with maintaining the
small town atmosphere of Winters and feel that a wide arterial with traffic signals may erode some of the town’s
charm. To provide an overview of the visual impact of each access option, we include a qualitative discussion of
aesthetics with particular attention paid to how each option fits in with the existing town.
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4. ANALYSIS RESULTS
NEAR-TERM CONDITIONS
As described in Chapter 2, near-term access Option A would extend the two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL) from its
current terminus near Morgan Street, westward to Railroad Avenue. Adding the TWLTL would be a relatively
minor project that would require some additional pavement between Railroad Avenue and Morgan Street to
maintain the existing lane and shoulder widths. New signing and striping would also be required.
LOS Results
Figure 8 shows the current lane configurations with the near-term traffic volumes and Figure 9 shows the Option
A improvements and the near-term traffic volumes. Table 2 compares the LOS results for near-term conditions
with and without the Option A improvements.
TABLE 2
INTERSECTION LEVELS OF SERVICE – NEAR-TERM CONDITIONS

Intersection

AM Existing Configuration
Control

1

2

AM Option A
3

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Signal

27

C

1.

Grant Ave / Railroad Ave

Signal

25

C

2.

Grant Ave / Dutton St

SSSC

3 (27)

A (D)

SSSC

2 (15)

A (C)

3.

Grant Ave / East St

SSSC

1 (16)

A (C)

Closed

N/A

N/A

4.

Grant Ave / Walnut Ln

SSSC

2 (27)

A (D)

SSSC

1 (20)

A (C)

5.

Grant Ave / Morgan St

SSSC

3 (28)

A (D)

SSSC

4 (38)

A (E)

6.

Grant Ave / Main St

SSSC

2 (20)

A (C)

SSSC

2 (17)

A (C)

PM Existing Configuration

PM Option A

1.

Grant Ave / Railroad Ave

Signal

28

C

Signal

28

C

2.

Grant Ave / Dutton St

SSSC

8 (> 50)

B (F)

SSSC

4 (> 50)

A (F)

3.

Grant Ave / East St

SSSC

5 (> 50)

A (F)

Closed

N/A

N/A

4.

Grant Ave / Walnut Ln

SSSC

18 (> 50)

C (F)

SSSC

6 (> 50)

A (F)

5.

Grant Ave / Morgan St

SSSC

16 (> 50)

B (F)

SSSC

8 (> 50)

A (F)

6.

Grant Ave / Main St

SSSC

3 (24)

A (C)

SSSC

3 (19)

A (C)

Notes:
1

SSSC = Side-Street Stop-Control

2

Average control delay expressed in seconds per vehicle using the methodologies presented in the Highway Capacity Manual
(Transportation Research Board, 2000). For roundabouts and signalized intersections, the control delay for all approaches is
averaged for the entire intersection. For side-street stop-controlled intersections, control delay is reported for both the entire
intersection and for the worst-case approach. XX (YY) = Entire Intersection (Worst-Case Approach)

3

LOS = Level of Service
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Under both near-term access scenarios, all intersections operate with an overall LOS of C or better, but many of
the side street approaches experience long delays due to heavy through traffic on Grant Avenue. An evaluation
of the peak hour signal warrant at all unsignalized intersections showed that no intersection met the
recommended threshold for installing a signal under near-term conditions.
As can be seen in Table 2, the near-term access Option A has a moderate effect on traffic operations along Grant
Avenue during the PM peak hour. By providing the TWLTL, left turning vehicles no longer block the through lane,
which reduces delay along Dutton Street and Walnut Lane. Eliminating access to East Street improves
operations at Walnut Lane and Morgan Street since the PM peak hour queue generated by left turning vehicles at
East Street occasionally extends beyond Morgan Street.
It is important to note that SimTraffic does not model “two stage gap acceptance” where a vehicle crosses one
direction of traffic and waits in the median for a gap in the other direction of traffic. Because of this limitation the
results for Option A may over-estimate the actual delay.
Queuing
We observed significant queues under the existing configuration option when left turning vehicles obstructed the
progress of through traffic. Notable examples seen are frequent eastbound queues extending from Walnut Lane
to Railroad Avenue, and occasional westbound queues extending from East Street to beyond Morgan Street.
Side-street queues are also quite long in the PM peak hour as traffic has difficulty turning onto Grant Avenue at
the unsignalized intersections.
With the addition of the TWLTL, queuing is no longer an issue on Grant Avenue, although side-street queues
remained long.
Vehicle Safety
Given the near- and long-term design options under consideration, the existing lane configuration results in the
greatest number of vehicle conflicts. The lack of a median or TWLTL creates several potential conflicts:
•

Left turning vehicles could be struck from behind by inattentive drivers.

•

Aggressive drivers may use the shoulder to drive around the left turning vehicles or queued through
vehicles.

•

Left turns onto Grant Avenue from Dutton Street, East Street, and Walnut Lane are difficult since the
driver must be aware of not only east- and westbound traffic, but also other vehicles entering from
adjacent intersections.

The closure of East Street and the TWLWL eliminates many of these conflicts. However, given the volume of
through traffic on Grant Avenue during the AM and PM peak hours, turns from the minor streets will continue to
be difficult.
Pedestrian Environment
The existing pedestrian environment along Grant Avenue is poor due to the lack of sidewalks, high speeds along
Grant Avenue, and the lack of safe crossing areas. The proposed TWLTL may improve pedestrian safety
somewhat as pedestrians could cross one direction of Grant Avenue at a time.
However, unless
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sidewalks/streetscaping are included as part of the near-term Option A improvements, the pedestrian
environment would not be significantly improved.
Right of Way Requirements
The existing right of way would be sufficient for the Option A improvements.
Aesthetics
Option A may be less in keeping with the current character of Winters compared to the current lane configuration
since the TWLTL would require a wider roadway. However, streetscaping and other frontage improvements can
make the near-term access option look like other streets within the City.
Summary
When comparing the two near-term access scenarios side by side, Option A performs better due to vehicle and
pedestrian safety improvements, reduced queuing, and slightly improved traffic operations. Table 3 summarizes
the comparison.
TABLE 3
NEAR-TERM CONDITIONS – RESULTS SUMMARY

Criterion

Existing Configuration

Option A
(Close East St & add TWLTL)

Intersection LOS
Queuing
Vehicle Safety
Pedestrian Environment
Right of Way Needs
Aesthetics
Poor

Fair

Satisfactory

Good

Excellent
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CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS
Under cumulative conditions, the land use and traffic patterns in Winters are expected to change significantly and
peak hour traffic along Grant Avenue is expected become more evenly balanced in both the eastbound and
westbound directions. The additional development expected along Grant Avenue will lead to increased sidestreet and driveway traffic and will create the need to provide enhanced traffic control (e.g. signals, roundabouts).
The access options are briefly summarized below.
•

Option I widens Grant Avenue to four lanes and installs traffic signals at the Dutton Street, Morgan Street,
and East Main Street intersections. A new south leg at the Dutton Street intersection provides access to
the proposed development between Grant Avenue and Baker Street. Access to Walnut Lane from Grant
Avenue is closed.

•

Option II is similar to Option I, but a new signalized driveway midway between Dutton Street and Morgan
Street replaces the southern leg of the Dutton Street intersection.

•

Option III widens Grant Avenue to four lanes and access to East Street is closed. In this option, Walnut
Lane operates under side-street stop-control, with all other study intersections signalized.

•

Option IV realigns Walnut Lane to intersect with Grant Avenue at a 90-degree angle, allowing a full
access driveway opposite of Walnut Lane. Grant Avenue is widened to four lanes and access to Dutton
and East Streets is removed.

•

Option V is similar to Option IV except that Grant Avenue is two lanes between Railroad Avenue and
Morgan Street, and three (two westbound lanes) lanes between Morgan Street and East Main Street.
Single-lane roundabouts control traffic at the Dutton Street, Walnut Lane, and Morgan Street
intersections.

•

Option VI is similar to Option V except Grant Avenue is two lanes between Railroad Avenue and East
Main Street and a roundabout is installed at Grant Avenue/East Main Street in lieu of a traffic signal.

•

Option VII is another roundabout based option, but only two roundabouts are installed--one at Dutton
Street, the other at Walnut Lane. Grant Avenue is four lanes from Morgan Street to I-505.

LOS Results
Table 4 illustrates that Options I-V and VII operate well with Grant Avenue/Railroad Avenue at LOS D or better
and all other intersections operating at LOS C or better during the AM and PM peak hours. In Option VI, the
roundabout at East Main Street is operating near capacity and with moderate side street volumes this intersection
operates at LOS D during the PM peak hour.
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TABLE 4
INTERSECTON LEVELS OF SERVICE – CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS

Intersection

AM Option I – Dutton Street
Only Option

AM Option II – Dutton Street and
Driveway Option

AM Option III – Dutton Street
and Walnut Lane Option

AM Option IV – Walnut Lane
Only Option

AM Option V – Three
Roundabout Option

AM Option VI – Four
Roundabout Option

AM Option VII – Two
Roundabout Option

Control1

Delay2

LOS3

Control

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Control

Delay

LOS

Signal

32

C

Signal

33

C

Signal

33

C

Signal

35

D

Signal

37

D

Signal

43

D

Signal

42

D

1.

Grant Ave / Railroad Ave

2.

Grant Ave / Dutton St

Signal

12

B

Signal

8

A

Signal

6

A

Removed

N/A

N/A

Roundabout

6

A

Roundabout

6

A

Roundabout

6

A

3.

Grant Ave / Walnut Ln

Closed

N/A

N/A

Closed

N/A

N/A

SSSC

3 (23)

A (C)

Signal

10

B

Roundabout

5

A

Roundabout

5

A

Roundabout

6

A

4.

Grant Ave / Shopping Ctr

N/A

N/A

N/A

Signal

4

A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

5.

Grant Ave / Morgan St

Signal

18

B

Signal

15

B

Signal

17

B

Signal

15

B

Roundabout

9

A

Roundabout

9

A

Signal

16

B

6.

Grant Ave / Main St

Signal

10

B

Signal

8

A

Signal

8

A

Signal

8

A

Signal

9

A

Roundabout

8

A

Signal

8

A

PM Option I
Signal

31

PM Option II

1.

Grant Ave / Railroad Ave

C

Signal

2.

Grant Ave / Dutton St

Signal

16

B

Signal

3.

Grant Ave / Walnut Ln

Closed

N/A

N/A

Closed

4.

Grant Ave / Shopping Ctr

N/A

N/A

N/A

Signal

5.

Grant Ave / Morgan St

Signal

25

C

6.

Grant Ave / Main St

Signal

23

C

36

PM Option III
D

Signal

9

A

Signal

N/A

N/A

SSSC

9

A

N/A

Signal

25

C

Signal

20

C

35

PM Option IV

PM Option V

PM Option VI

PM Option VII

D

Signal

34

C

Signal

36

D

Signal

43

D

Signal

44

D

5

A

Removed

N/A

N/A

Roundabout

6

A

Roundabout

7

A

Roundabout

6

A

4 (24)

A (C)

Signal

16

B

Roundabout

6

A

Roundabout

6

A

Roundabout

8

A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Signal

28

C

Signal

21

C

Roundabout

25

C

Roundabout

25

C

Signal

30

C

Signal

19

B

Signal

20

B

Signal

18

B

Roundabout

50

D

Signal

21

C

Notes:
1

SSSC = Side-Street Stop-Control

2

Average control delay expressed in seconds per vehicle using the methodologies presented in the Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board, 2000). For roundabouts and signalized intersections, the control delay for all approaches is averaged for the entire intersection. For side-street
stop-controlled intersections, control delay is reported for both the entire intersection and for the worst-case approach. XX (YY) = Entire Intersection (Worst-Case Approach)

3

LOS = Level of Service
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The traffic volumes and lane configurations for each of the cumulative access options are shown on Figures 11
through 17, which are located at the end of this chapter.
Queuing
The access options influence queuing in two ways. By closing access to some side-streets, motorists are
directed to other intersections which increases the length of queues in left turn pockets. In the roundabout
options, queues occur because of the capacity limitations of the single-lane roundabouts. Table 5 presents the
queuing results for the left turns and discussion of through traffic queuing follows.
TABLE 5
CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS – LEFT TURN QUEUING
Intersection -Movement

Option I1

Option II

Option III

Option IV

Option V

Option VI

Option VII

1.

Grant Ave/Railroad Ave –
Eastbound Left

150 (6)

175 (6)

125 (5)

150 (6)

150 (6)

125 (5)

150 (6)

1.

Grant Ave/Railroad Ave –
Westbound Left

225 (9)

250 (10)

275 (11)

250 (10)

225 (9)

225 (9)

250 (10)

2.

Grant Ave/Dutton St –
Eastbound Left

125 (5)

75 (3)

75 (3)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2.

Grant Ave/East St –
Westbound Left

150 (6)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.

Grant Ave/Walnut Ln –
Eastbound Left

N/A

N/A

75 (3)

125 (5)

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.

Grant Ave/Walnut Ln –
Westbound Left

N/A

N/A

N/A

125 (5)

N/A

N/A

N/A

4.

Grant Ave/Morgan St –
Eastbound Left

225 (9)

225 (9)

200 (8)

225 (9)

N/A

N/A

225 (9)

4.

Grant Ave/Morgan St –
Westbound Left

300(12)

300 (12)

350 (14)

250 (10)

N/A

N/A

350 (14)*

5.

Grant Ave/Main St –
Eastbound Left

75 (3)

50 (2)

75 (3)

75 (3)

75 (3)

N/A

100 (4)

5.

Grant Ave/Main St –
Westbound Left

150 (6)

175 (7)

150 (6)

150 (6)

125 (5)

N/A

175 (7)

Notes:
1

th

95 percentile queue length reported in feet, rounded to the nearest 25 feet (car lengths). Each car is assumed to occupy 25 feet of
roadway space.

* The left turn queue is exacerbated by the through lane queue occasionally blocking the turn pocket.

In general, none of the access options creates excessive queuing for the left turn movements, although the
westbound left turn queue at Morgan Street is quite long under Options III and VII. Overall, Option I offers the
lowest level of queuing because traffic heading south has three streets (Railroad Avenue, East Street, and
Morgan Street) to choose from, while the other options have only two. Options II and IV improve queuing
conditions for the westbound left turn at Morgan Street because the full access driveway into the shopping center
attracts some of the trips that otherwise would have turned at Morgan Street. Under Option VII, the long cycle
length erodes the benefits of the shopping center opposite of Walnut Lane.
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Through traffic queuing is not a significant issue under Options I-IV since the four through lanes provide ample
capacity for vehicles waiting at the traffic signals. However, the westbound PM peak hour through traffic queue at
Railroad Avenue is between 450 and 500 feet under scenarios I-VI and longer under scenario VII. This queue
cannot be avoided without the addition of another through lane west of Railroad Avenue.
Under the roundabout options, through traffic queuing becomes more significant. Under Options V and VI the
westbound PM peak hour queue at the Morgan Street intersection extends back to East Main Street. Queues at
Morgan Street extend about two-thirds of the way to East Main Street under Option VII, as the signal limits
queuing slightly. Under Option VII, queuing at Railroad Avenue become more pronounced as the queue often
extends beyond Dutton Street, blocking the Dutton Street roundabout.
The most problematic queue occurs under Option VI where the westbound PM peak hour queue at East Main
Street is expected to be 1,200 feet, which is two-thirds the distance to the southbound I-505 off-ramp. The cause
of the long queue is the single lane roundabout at East Main Street operating near capacity. For comparison, the
typical 95th percentile westbound PM peak hour queue at East Main Street under the other options is about 375
feet.
The long queues along Grant Avenue expected under Options V, VI, and VII are significant since these queues
would make exiting driveways very difficult during parts of the PM peak hour. This problem could be reduced by
eliminating driveway access along Grant Avenue through the congested stretch, but this may not be a viable
option considering economic factors and relatively short duration of heavy traffic.
Local Access
With several scenarios evaluated under cumulative conditions, we also evaluated variations in local access.
Option I provides the greatest amount of local access, with a full-access driveway to the proposed retail center
and left-in access to the medical building.
Option II provides a good amount of local access, lacking only the left-in access to the medical building when
compared to Options I, V, VI, and VII.
Option III preserves access to Dutton Street and Walnut Lane, but the intersection configuration would not allow
any left turn traffic into or out of the shopping center between Grant Avenue and Baker Street.
Option IV provides the same amount of access as Option II.
Options V, VI, and VII provide full access to the shopping center and left-in access to the medical building on the
north side of Grant Avenue between Walnut Lane and Morgan Street, but the long queues in the PM peak hour
hamper access, particularly for Options VI and VII.
Vehicle Safety
Compared to the existing configuration, all cumulative access options improve traffic safety by reducing vehicle
conflicts. Options V, VI, and VII provide additional safety benefits since research shows that roundabouts reduce
the severity and rate of side-impact crashes. A May 13, 2000 report issued by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety finds that roundabouts reduced the rate of all crashes by 39 percent and the rate of injury crashes by 76
percent at the 24 intersections studied. While the roundabout intersections in Option VI may be safer, the long
queue of vehicles on the westbound approach to East Main Street may increase the rate of rear-end crashes,
particularly since the I-505 overpass limits sight distance to some degree.
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Pedestrian Environment
The pedestrian environment is a significant issue under cumulative conditions since the General Plan allows for
considerable retail/commercial development along Grant Avenue. The intensity of the retail/commercial centers
coupled with their close proximity to housing could generate a fair amount of pedestrian activity along the corridor.
Because sidewalks and improved crossings are included in all cumulative access options, overall pedestrian
safety would be improved over the existing configuration of Grant Avenue.
Options I, III, and IV provide four signalized crosswalks for pedestrian use and Option II provides five. While
signalized crossings give pedestrians a dedicated cycle in which to cross the street, some argue that these
crossings provide a false sense of safety particularly when pedestrians have to cross a high speed road.
Roundabouts offer benefits to pedestrians due to the shorter crossing distances and lower conflicting vehicle
speeds. The drawbacks to roundabouts stem from the unsignalized crossings, which can make crossing difficult
during times of heavy traffic. The blind community has also raised concerns about roundabouts because the
unusual geometry makes oncoming traffic difficult to hear and a protected pedestrian phase is not provided. The
queue of vehicles extending into the Dutton Street roundabout also makes Option VII less attractive for the
pedestrian environment.
In terms of creating an environment that is conducive to walking, the roundabout options are better since Grant
Avenue is narrower and vehicles travel at lower speeds.
Right-of-Way Requirements
Enough right-of-way has been set aside to accommodate Grant Avenue as a four-lane arterial throughout the
study area, but right-of-way is a concern for the Anderson Avenue extension, the options where side streets are
realigned, and where the roundabouts are proposed.
Options I, II, and IV close either Dutton Street or Walnut Lane, which requires the extension of Anderson Avenue
to accommodate diverted traffic. The land owners to the north of Grant Avenue between Railroad Avenue and
Walnut Lane would be impacted by the extension since no right of way has been reserved. Depending on the
willingness of the land owners to sell either all or part of their property, or their resistance to condemnation, the
Anderson Avenue extension could be difficult and expensive to build.
In addition to the Anderson Avenue extension, Option I places a driveway to the proposed retail project between
Grant Avenue and Baker Street through the City yard. Based on our conversations with City staff, relocating the
yard should not be a problem and the driveway placement does not have any right-of-way issues.
Option II has no right of way concerns beyond the Anderson Avenue extension.
The Anderson Avenue extension is not necessary under Option III as both Dutton Street and Walnut Lane remain
open.
Option IV realigns Walnut Lane to be perpendicular to Grant Avenue. Additional right-of-way from the parcel of
the northeast corner of the Walnut Lane intersection is necessary to accommodate the realignment. There are no
existing buildings on the parcel, but splitting the property would create a small triangular shaped parcel, which
may not have much economic viability.
Option V has right of way issues similar to those discussed for Option IV. Additionally, the roundabouts at Dutton
Street and Walnut Lane will require additional right-of-way. The roundabout at Dutton Street may need to take
land on the northwest and northeast quadrants of the intersection. The amount of land needed from these two
properties varies with how much land is taken from the City-owned parcel south of Dutton Street. The roundabout
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at Walnut Lane would need additional right-of-way from the parcel located at the northeast corner of the
intersection and potentially some from the northwest corner as well. If the plans for the development south of the
Walnut Lane intersection accommodate the roundabout option, the property owners could grant the City some
land in exchange for a full access driveway at the roundabout. The roundabout proposed at Morgan Street does
not have any right-of-way issues, assuming the property owners adjacent to the intersection accommodate the
roundabout when developing their plans.
The right-of-way concerns for Option VI and VII are similar to those of Option V.
Reviewing the right-of-way issues for all the design options, Option III has no right-of-way issues and the right-ofway requirements for Options V, VI, and VII are modest, assuming future development accommodates the
roundabouts. The remaining options require the construction of the Anderson Avenue extension, and the ability
of the City to acquire the right-of-way for the new roadway is unknown.
Aesthetics
In terms of the visual impact of the cumulative access options, Options V, VI, and VII, which maintain more of the
two-lane roadway, are more in character with the small-town atmosphere compared to Options I-IV, which widen
Grant Avenue to four lanes.
Summary
Table 6 summarizes the analysis results of each of the cumulative access options.
TABLE 6
CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS – RESULTS SUMMARY
Criterion

Option I

Option II

Option III

Option IV

Option V

Option VI

Option VII

Intersection LOS
Queuing
Local Access
Vehicle Safety
Pedestrian Environment
Right of Way Needs
Aesthetics
Poor

Satisfactory

Fair

Good

Excellent
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Under near-term conditions, the study results indicate that conditions along Grant Avenue would improve by
implementing the near-term Option A improvements. Option A improves operations, reduces queuing, improves
vehicle and pedestrian safety, and does not require any additional right of way.
The following summarizes the conclusions drawn for the four widening options. The options are ranked based on
their relative performance against the evaluation criteria.
•

Option I (Dutton Street Only) has the best overall performance since it provides the least delay and the
best access; the main drawback to this option relates to the Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option IV (Walnut Lane only) is nearly as good as Option I, providing a similar level of service and only
lacking the left-access to the medical buildings; however, there are right-of-way issues with the assumed
Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option II (Dutton Street and Shopping Center) is similar to Option IV but the additional traffic signal at the
shopping center results in slightly higher delay and gives this option the lowest aesthetic score. This
option also assumes the construction of the Anderson Avenue extension.

•

Option III (Dutton Street and Walnut Lane) requires the least amount of right-of-way, but the intersection
configuration limits access to properties along Grant Avenue to the greatest extent and creates a greater
potential for auto conflicts given the unsignalized intersection at Walnut Lane.

Below are the results of the cumulative conditions analysis of the roundabout options—ranked based on their
performance against the evaluation criteria:
•

Option V (three roundabout option) performs well if the City is willing to accept long westbound PM peak
hour queues between Morgan Street and East Main Street. The East Main Street extension to Moody
Slough Road would be required if any of the roundabout options were implemented.

•

Option VII (two roundabout option) has long westbound PM peak hour queues extending from the
Railroad Avenue and Morgan Street intersections, which hampers local access to some degree. The
long cycle lengths required to minimize queuing have a negative impact on intersection LOS and the
pedestrian environment, as well.

•

Option VI (four roundabout option) is infeasible due to poor intersection LOS and long westbound PM
peak hour queues at East Main Street.
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APPENDIX A
LOS AND QUEUING CALCULATION WORKSHEETS
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